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Abstract
We model the dynamics of musical success of albums over the last half century with a view towards
constructing musically well-balanced playlists. We develop a novel nonparametric Bayesian
modeling framework that combines data of different modalities (e.g. metadata, acoustic and
textual data) to infer the correlates of album success. We then show how artists, music platforms,
and label houses can use the model estimates to compile new albums and playlists. Our empirical
investigation uses a unique dataset which we collected using different online sources. The modeling
framework integrates different types of nonparametrics. One component uses a supervised
hierarchical Dirichlet process to summarize the perceptual information in crowd-sourced textual
tags and another time-varying component uses dynamic penalized splines to capture how different
acoustical features of music have shaped album success over the years. Our results illuminate the
broad patterns in the rise and decline of different musical genres, and in the emergence of new
forms of music. They also characterize how various subjective and objective acoustic measures
have waxed and waned in importance over the years. We uncover a number of themes that
categorize albums in terms of sub-genres, consumption contexts, emotions, nostalgia and other
aspects of the musical experience. We show how the parameters of our model can be used to
construct music compilations and playlists that are likely to appeal to listeners with different
preferences and requirements.
Keywords: Music Industry, Success Dynamics, Experiential Design, Product Recommendations,
Probabilistic Machine Learning, Bayesian Nonparametrics, Supervised Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process.
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Introduction

Global revenues from the sale of music reached $17.3 billion in 2017, the third straight year of
growth after fifteen years of decline.1 Fifty four percent of this revenue was earned from digital
sales and the rest from the sales of physical formats. For the first time, streaming has become the
single largest source of revenue. The growth of music platforms, such as Spotify and Soundcloud,
has resulted in new ways of delivering music and has opened the possibility of customizing music
to suit different tastes and preferences.
Despite its resemblance with other industries, recorded music remains a very particular and
distinguished domain. Music is usually produced and consumed in bundles —albums and playlists—
which balance different acoustic features and organize songs around themes. Artists use albums
to not only entertain but to also speak about their own lives and reflect the world in which they
live. Music consumption is an experience that can evoke a variety of emotions and feelings. As a
result, evaluating music is subjective and difficult. Musical success is uncertain but there can be
substantial costs of producing and selling music. Major labels alone release about 11,000 albums
annually. Less than 10% of these become profitable; fewer than 100 sell more than half-million
units. In contrast, about 30% of new movies succeed (Vogel 2014). An album can cost between
$250,000 to $400,000 to produce. Marketing costs for a well-known artist can exceed another half
a million dollars. Despite the obvious importance of the music industry, relatively little work has
been done in the marketing literature to model the determinants of musical success.
Music has been mainly produced, marketed, and consumed using playlists. Bonnin and Jannach
(2015) define a playlist as “a sequence of tracks (audio recordings).” Playlists come in many different
forms. These include amateur playlists containing songs compiled by nonprofessional music lovers.
Over the decades, albums and “compilation tracks” have been the most produced and consumed
form of playlists. These are carefully compiled and constructed by music professionals, artists,
label houses, and A&R directors to embody a sequence of songs that reflect a coherent musical
idea (Platt et al. 2002). Nowadays, online platforms such as Spotify or Pandora are changing
the way we consume music. In 2017, 1.1 billion songs were streamed daily on average2 . The
growth of these music platforms has resulted in new ways of delivering music and has opened the
1
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possibility of customizing music to suit different tastes and preferences. Modern playlists are either
personalized to suit the tastes of specific listeners, or are bundles of songs that reflect particular
themes. Statistics indicate that 54% of online listeners have substituted albums with personalized
and/or curated playlists3 . Some curated playlists on Spotify have reached an astronomical number
of followers. For example, Hot Country, a curated playlist on Spotify, has 5 million followers,
RapCaviar has 10 million followers, and Today’s Top Hits 21 million followers.
Constructing a successful song compilation (e.g. album, playlist) is a difficult task. First,
the selected songs need to be carefully chosen to balance different acoustic features and elicit a
harmonious listening experience. Second, perceptions regarding musical harmony have evolved
over the years.

Thus different generations of listeners have grown up listening to particular

musical styles that were successful during their youth. Finally, it is difficult for listeners of one
generation to find music of another generation appealing, as music preferences gel during early
adulthood (Holbrook and Schindler 1989). Musical preferences of an individual also appear to
remain remarkably stable. For instance, neuroscientist Daniel Levitin states “If we had relatively
narrow tastes in our developing years, this is more difficult to do because we lack the appropriate
schemas, or templates, with which to process and ultimately to understand new musical forms.”4
In this paper, we develop a modeling framework to examine the success of American popular
music over the last half century with a view towards constructing curated playlists that are likely
to have popular appeal. One purpose of developing our model is to understand the changes that
have occurred in patterns of musical success. Another is to examine the extent to which various
acoustic features, feelings, and emotions influence success and how their impact has evolved over
time. A final objective is to predict musical success and leverage the patterns of musical success
for bundling and re-bundling music that could appeal to different generations of listeners.
Our research builds on the previous literature on music within marketing. It is related to
work by Bradlow and Fader (2001), who modeled the movements of songs on the charts. It is
also related to a model by Lee et al. (2003), which uses a Bayesian approach to forecast the
sales of new albums before their release. Other marketing research has considered the effect of
unbundling songs on online sales of albums. Elberse (2010) found that the sales of an album are
3
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less affected if its producer has a strong reputation and/or its songs have similar appeal. Ocasio
et al. (2016) examined the development of music marketing and the effects of technology on the
ongoing changes in the music industry. Papies and van Heerde (2017) studied the dynamic interplay
between recorded music and live concerts. They also examined the role of piracy, unbundling and
artist characteristic on the demand elasticities for concerts and recorded music. Datta et al. (2017)
studied how the adoption of music streaming alters the listening behavior of online users. Using
a recommendation context, Chung et al. (2009) proposed an adaptive personalization system that
automatically downloads songs on a personalized playlist into a digital device. At a broader level,
our research is also related to work done in other experiential contexts such as the motion picture
industry (Eliashberg et al. 2000).
On the behavioral front, Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) and Schmitt (2010) focus on the
experiential aspects of consumption. Holbrook and Schindler (1989) proposed that preference for
popular music reflects the tastes we acquire in late adolescence or early adulthood. Bruner (1990)
examined the effects of emotional music expressionism as a mood influencer and Holbrook and
Anand (1990) examined how musical tempo affects perceptions of activity, affective responses and
situational arousal. Juslin and Laukka (2004) and Juslin and Västfjäll (2008) described a framework
and reviewed mechanisms for understanding how music evokes emotions. Nave et al. (2018) show
the link between personality traits and musical preferences.
We measure the success of an album by a score used by Billboard magazine to rank the
most successful albums each year. This score combines album sales, track-equivalent albums and
streaming-equivalent albums.5 We do not use data on playlists for three reasons. First, unlike
albums, data is not easily obtained on playlists over the duration of interest (radio stations have
long used such playlists, but we do not have access to these). Second, modern playlists do not reflect
patterns in the evolution of music. Third, unlike albums, we do not have consistent and objective
measures of playlist success. The Billboard data used in our study covers the 54 years between 1963
and 2016. It includes all genres, major musical artists and historically significant albums. Ninety
percent of the 17,259 albums in our dataset appeared on Billboard 200. The remaining were added
to include a sample of albums that did not appear on Billboard 200 and were recorded by some of
the same artists who appeared on this list.
5
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We develop a novel and flexible Bayesian nonparametric state-space approach to model the
dynamics of album success. The dependent variable in the model is a (censored) score reflecting
music success. We use three sets of independent variables. The first type are objective (standard)
variables — musical genre and the past success of an artist or band. We do not have information
on expenditures for marketing albums. However, this information is partly reflected in a variable
that distinguishes between major and minor production houses, which have different resources
for marketing albums (Rossman 2012). The second type of independent variables are various
acoustic fingerprints (features). Some of these variables have objective measures (loudness, tempo,
mode, key and time signature). Others have subjective measures (valence, energy, danceability,
explicitness, instrumentalness, speechiness, liveness and acousticness). These variables are defined
in the Appendix. We use the Spotify web API to collect the data on these measures, which
are produced by The Echo Nest. The third type of independent variables include automatically
generated groupings (themes) of user-generated tags associated with albums. We used the Last.fm
web API to collect these tags.
Our model combines different forms of nonparametric components to flexibly model the impact
of these covariates. We use time-varying penalized splines to capture the dynamic impact of the
acoustical covariates. Nonparametrics are essential here as we do not have prior knowledge about
the functional forms of these effects. We use a supervised hierarchical Dirichlet process to combine
tags into themes representing subjective aspects of popular music. The inferred themes not only
provide a mixed membership representation of the albums but also predict success. The hierarchical
Dirichlet process allows the albums to share a common set of themes and it automatically infers
the number of such themes. While Bayesian nonparametrics have been used in marketing for
various purposes (Shively et al. 2000; Ansari and Mela 2003; Wedel and Zhang 2004; Ansari and
Iyengar 2006; Kim et al. 2007; Li and Ansari 2013; Rossi 2014; Dew and Ansari 2018), to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first use of supervised hierarchical Dirichlet processes in the
field. In addition, our model that integrates state-space dynamics and different types of Bayesian
nonparametrics appears to be also new to the statistical and machine learning literature. We note
that the present model does not allow us to make causal claims. For example, we cannot say if an
album was successful because a certain type of music was in demand, or if the music in an album
changed the nature of consumption. Similarly, we cannot say that an album launched at one time
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would necessarily be successful in another. But we can say that the musical features of an album
are more or less similar to those of successful albums in another era.
We use the model to answer the following questions.
1. How has the popularity of different music genres changed over time?
2. To what extent do musical content and perceptual data explain album success?
3. How are good music compilations in one year different from those in another?
4. How does the appeal of an album differ across different generations of listeners?
5. How can music platform and record houses use our model to recommend albums and curate
playlists that could appeal to different types of listeners?
We briefly summarize our results.
(i) The popularity of musical genres has evolved differently over the years. For example, rock
music has generally declined in popularity over the last fifty years in the United States, where as,
hip hop has gained popularity since the 1980s. Similarly, the pattern of coevolution of popular
appeal also differs across different pairs of genres. For example, rock music has been more popular
when other forms of music were not (e.g., reggae, classical, hip hop) and the popularity of hip hop
has been synchronous with that of other forms of music, except rock.
(ii) Characteristics of successful albums have changed over time. For example, live recordings,
which capture the live experience of a concert, were most popular in the 1960s; and “speechy” music
had its heyday in the rap music of the 1990s. Popular albums mostly had slower tempo but this
changed after 2010 with the music of such artists like Gwen Stefani, Taylor Swift and Nickelback.
Finally, on average, albums with longer songs tend to be less popular, but greater variation in song
duration within an album has yielded more success in the recent years.
(iii) The appeal of a number of subjective factors has also changed over time. For example,
from the 1960s to the 1980s, successful albums tended to have music with high energy and low
valence — singers like Bob Dylan and Bruce Springsteen gave voice to the social turmoil and angst
of their times. Today, successful music has low energy and low valence with singers like Adele
expressing personal loss and yearning. And we now prefer albums that mix high and low energy
songs and have some “optimal” level of diversity in valence.
5

(iv) Themes, identified from user generated tags, characterize albums along multiple dimensions
and are useful for predicting album success. Some, like those that emphasize the gender of a singer
or the era of the album’s music, provide additional information that is not directly available in our
data. Other themes provide fine grained description of attributes that affect album success, such as
sub-genres (e.g., alternative rock, hard rock, progressive rock, Christian rock etc.). Other themes
contrast different experiential aspects, such as love songs by female vocalists versus beach songs by
male bands, and easy listening albums.
(v) The preceding results suggest that there are certain characteristics that a record label or
an artist might consider when producing an album or a playlist. The results can also be used to
assess how similar an album is to successful albums in different eras. For example, Taylor Swift
launched her album 1989 in 2014. She said that the inspiration for the album came from listening
to 80’s pop. Our model indicates that the music of this album is indeed similar to the successful
music of the late 80’s. Our results could also be used by music platforms like Spotify and Pandora
to construct playlists targeting different generation of listeners. We illustrate how this can be done
by using song tracks from Adele’s albums to construct playlists for today’s youth and for people
who grew up in the 1970s. We find that these playlists exhibit different acoustics. For instance, the
1970s playlist contains more songs with major modes, lower tempo, and higher diversity in their
time signature when compared to a playlist designed for a 2016 audience.
Organization of the paper.

Section 2 describes the types of data and data-collection

methods. Section 3 develops the proposed model. Section 4 presents results, discusses qualitative
insights, and compares the predictions of the present model to a set of benchmark models. Section
5 uses the model to recommend albums consistent with the musical style associated with different
eras and to compile playlists from a collections of songs.

2

Data Description

We used different online sources to assemble a polymorphic dataset of American popular music,
spanning the 54 years from 1963 and 2016. Below, we describe the types and sources of the data.
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2.1

Album Success: The Billboard 200

Billboard 200 is a weekly ranking of the 200 best performing musical albums. We scraped The
Billboard magazine’s website to obtain these data for the 1963–2016 period. Since 1991, Billboard
magazine has used sales data obtained principally from Nielsen Soundscan. Starting 2014, sales
have included purchases of digital albums and tracks and revenue from online streaming.
Billboard rankings reflect the reception of albums in the weeks and months following their
release (Bradlow and Fader 2001). They are an industry standard and have been extensively used
for research on popular music (Alexander 1996; Anand and Peterson 2000; Bradlow and Fader 2001;
Dowd 2004; Lena 2006; Lena and Pachucki 2013; Peterson and Berger 1975). Researchers have used
the rankings to construct different measures of success, including the highest rank achieved by an
album in any week of a year (peak rank), and the number of weeks it has been on the charts in a
year (week count); see Askin and Mauskapf (2017). We use an inverse-point system that combines
peak rank and week count into a year-end score. This measure was also used by Billboard before it
began using sales data from Nielsen Soundscan. We assign a score of 200 to an album that has the
highest sales in a week, 199 to an album with the second-highest sales, and so on. The lowest score
of 1 is assigned to an album ranked 200 in a week. We add an album’s weekly points to obtain an
annual score, which is a mixture of its peak success and longevity on the charts. Table 1 shows the
albums with the ten highest year-end scores. Michael Jackson’s Thriller, which sold an estimated
66 million copies to become the best-selling album of all time, has the highest score. It is followed
by Jagged Little Pill by Maverick (33 million copies sold) and 1989 by Taylor Swift (10 million
copies sold since its release in 2014).
We augmented the data from Billboard 200 by selecting 50 albums per year that did not appear
on the charts. We collected the full discography (the catalog of an artist’s musical recordings for all
the artists in our data) and identified albums that did not appear on Billboard 200. For each year
between 1963 and 2016, we identified those albums in this collection that were released within the
preceding three years (this is a sufficiently long duration because a significant majority of albums
stay on the charts for a year at most). We selected 50 randomly selected albums from this set for
inclusion in our data. Altogether, we obtained 25,571 observations across 17,259 unique albums
that were created by 5,598 unique artists or groups. Among the observations are 23,166 that appear
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Table 1: Top Ten Albums with the Highest Scores.
Album

Artist

Label

Year

Score

Thriller
Jagged Little Pill (U.S. Version)
1989
Cracked Rear View
Fearless
Breakaway
Human Clay
21
Backstreet Boys
Crazysexycool

Michael Jackson
Alanis Morissette
Taylor Swift
Hootie & The Blowfish
Taylor Swift
Kelly Clarkson
Creed
Adele
Backstreet Boys
TLC

Epic
Maverick
Big Machine Records, LLC
Atlantic Records
Big Machine Records, LLC
RCA Records Label
The Bicycle Music Company
XL Recordings/Columbia
Jive
Arista/LaFace Records

1983
1996
2015
1995
2009
2005
2000
2012
1998
1995

10526
10233
10181
10111
10080
10044
10044
10036
10021
10016

on the Billboard 200 and 2,405 that do not.

2.2

Standard Covariates

To capture the stylistic and objective aspects of album production, we augmented the Billboard
data with the following album metadata.
Superstardom: Artists who have more previous albums on Billboard 200 are bigger stars. We
call the number of albums on the charts for each artist in a given year a measure of an artist’s
superstardom. Bigger stars have more fans, receive more support from record houses and are more
visible in the media (e.g., they appear in television shows, movies and advertisements). As Krueger
(2005) and Giles (2007) observe, superstardom can have a spillover effect on the success of new
albums. By this measure, Barbara Streisand is the biggest superstar in our dataset. She is the
only artists whose every album appeared on Billboard 200, the latest of which was Encore: Movie
Partners Sing Broadway in 2016, her thirty-fifth entry on the charts. Five of her albums reached
the top rank.
Major and minor labels: Albums launched by major labels usually have several advantages
over those launched by Indie productions or independent artists. They have better production
teams, newer and more innovative technology, larger budgets for recruiting big stars and training
new talent, better connections with media outlets and bigger marketing budgets (Rossman 2012).
Major labels also reserve a larger proportion of their revenues for Artist & Repertoire (A&R), a
division of a record label that is responsible for finding talent, overseeing the recording process,
and assisting with marketing and promotion.
8
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Figure 1: The Distribution of Genres of All the Observations across the Years.

We used the Spotify web API to identify each album’s record house label. Our dataset has 2,402
unique production houses (labels). Following Askin and Mauskapf (2017), we define major labels
as production houses that account for the top 75% of albums in our dataset; the others are minor
labels. Major labels released 84% of the albums in our dataset. The most frequent major label
is The Island Def Jam Music Group with 741 albums. It has collaborated with many renowned
artists, including as U2, Kayne West, Bon Jovi, Johnny Cash and Perl Jam.
Genres: Genres are conventional categories that represent different musical styles. We used the
API for Discogs, a crowd-sourced database with comprehensive audio recordings, to identify the
genre of each album. An album can belong to multiple genres if, for example, it intentionally
fuses genres (e.g. electronic and rock are combined into electronic-rock), track songs have different
genres, or artists from different backgrounds collaborate. Figure 1 shows that Rock and Pop are
the most represented among the 15 genres in our dataset.
The production and the popularity of genres has changed over the years. Jazz and Pop were
dominant genres until Rock took over in 1965. Since then, Rock comprises at least a third of all
albums released. Hip-Hop albums emerged in the early 70s and peaked in the 90s. Funk/Soul
peaked in the 70s and held steam till the early 80s. Folk, World & Country music has peaked
twice, in the 60s and the 90s. Electronic music peaked in the mid 70s. The other genres have
9

appeared infrequently on the Billboard list over the years.
Number of artists: We used the Spotify API to obtain a count of the number of artists featured
in each album. Most of the albums in our dataset feature only one artist/group. A few albums are
album collaborations. These can appeal to a larger group of fans but can also suffer from lack of
cohesiveness.

2.3

Acoustic Fingerprints

It is difficult to measure the effect of a song on the listening experience. Acoustic fingerprints, which
are condensed digital summaries of a song’s phonic features, are the best available measures for
capturing the effect a song has on a listener. Acoustic features encapsulate the creative experience
on multiple dimensions, capture the underlying artistic style and relate to the type of instruments
and technologies used for producing music. They are the primitives of musical innovation and
characterize the music genome.
Some acoustical fingerprints are objective (key, loudness, mode, tempo and time-signature);
others are more subjective (acousticness, danceability, energy, instrumentalness, liveness,
speechiness and valence) and their values are calculated using algorithms. The Appendix describes
each of the twelve acoustic features used in the paper. We also consider track duration and the
explicitness of lyrics to be acoustic features of an album.
Previous research has used acoustic features to compare and recommend songs and construct
playlists (Bertin-Mahieux et al. 2008).

A community of researchers and (music) information

retrieval professionals uses acoustic features to develop more effective recommendation algorithms
and to understand innovation diffusion and creativity in popular music (Askin and Mauskapf 2017).
We used the Spotify API to collect information on the acoustic features of the songs in each albums.
These fingerprints are produced by The Echo Nest, an online provider of music intelligence that was
acquired by Spotify in 2014. We use the mean and standard deviation of each acoustic fingerprint
across an album’s tracks to predict album success. The mean allows us to assess the effect of an
average acoustic level, and the standard deviation the effect of its variation on an album’s success
(Bradlow and Rao 2000; Farquhar and Rao 1976).
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Figure 2: Wordcloud of All the Unique Tags

2.4

User-Generated Tags

User generated tags reflect how listeners categorize and perceive different albums. We download
these tags using the API of the Last.fm, an online music platform that records the listening habits
of its subscribers, provides them with music recommendations, and allows its members to add
descriptive tags to the music they listen. Last.fm has data on tags starting 2002. We obtained
these tags for all albums in our dataset. These tags contain a mix of factual and perceptual
information about the albums.
Bag of Tags Representation: One drawback of the Last.fm data is that it only reports the use
of tags for a particular album. For example, the tag (Romantic, 95) means that 95% of the listeners
who tagged the album used the word “Romantic.” We used this weighting information to construct
a bag-of-words representation of size 100 for each album.6 We chose the top V tags using their term
frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) values (Ullman 2011) to both prune the vocabulary
and retain only those tags that are important in distinguishing each album. We deleted the bottom
0.1% of the tags based on tf-idf scores and retained the remaining 12,949 unique tags. This process
resulted in 2,403,186 tag applications across all the albums for all the years of observation. After
tf-idf pruning, our procedure resulted in a reasonable number of tags per album. An album in our
dataset has a minimum of 9 and an average of 93 tag applications. Fewer than 1% of the albums
have less than 61 tag applications.
Figure 2 shows a word cloud of all the unique tags in our data. Figure 3 Shows the tags
6
For example, if an album has the following weighted tags (Female Singer, 100), (Love, 80) and (Guitar, 20), then
its bag of tags includes 100/(100 + 80 + 20) = 50 replications of the tag “Female Singer”, 80/(100 + 80 + 20) = 40
replications of the tag “Love” and 20/(100 + 80 + 20) = 10 replications of the tag “Guitar”.
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Figure 3: Wordcloud for the Tags of: (left) Thriller (1982) Michael Jackson, (middle) 25 (2015) Adele and
(right) 1985 (2014) Taylor Swift.

associated with the albums Thriller, 25 and 1989. Tags displayed with larger fonts have higher
weights. Each album has unique and common tags. For example, the unique tags are “male
vocalists”, “halloween” and “classic” for Thriller ; “british”, “blue”, and “epic” for 25 ; and “love
at first listen”, “electropop” and “synthpop” for 1989. The tags common to the three albums are
“pop” and “albums I own.”

3

Modeling Framework

We now develop a novel Bayesian modeling framework that flexibly and nonparametrically
integrates the different data types (genres, acoustic features, tags and marketing variables) to
explain and predict album success. We index the albums by i = 1, . . . , I, with I being the total
number of albums in the dataset. An album can appear on the charts for multiple years and the
albums differ in the number of years they are represented in our data. Let yij be the success score
of the i-th album in its j-th year within the data, where j ∈ {1, . . . Ji }. Also, let t = 1, . . . T index
calendar time in years. We can then link the observations of an album to their calendar year via a
variable t(ij) such that t(ij) = t, if the jth observation for album i is in calendar year t.
In mathematically specifying our framework, it is easier to distinguish among sets of variables
by how they affect success. We model discrete variables in a linear fashion but allow for flexible
nonlinear effects for the continuous variables, and we incorporate the tags via a rich set of latent
probability distributions, which we call as themes. Specifically, for observation j of album i, we
use 1) xij to represent a K-vector of binary variables. These include the genre dummies and other
discrete variables that specify marketing features, such as major label etc., 2) aij to represent a
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L-vector of continuous variables, where each component takes a value on a compact interval of
the real line. These continuous variables include the acoustical fingerprints and other variables
that are available on a continuous scale (e.g., the number of previous releases of an artist) and 3)
Ni
wi = {win }n=1
to label the collection of the Ni tags of the album.

3.1

Censored Success Score

Our measure of album success has a discrete-continuous nature due to the limited number of albums
featured on the charts (a maximum of 200 per week). While different measures of album success
(such as peak rank and week count) are observed for the albums that appear on the charts, success
measures for the less fortunate releases that do not make it to the charts are not observable. We
handle this censorship by assuming that the measure yij is a manifestation of an underlying latent
∗ (Tobin 1958) that characterizes the true score of the album. This partially latent
variable yij

score is observable for albums that make it to the charts but is latent for the other albums. The
relationship between the observed and the true score is given by
(
∗,
∗ ≥ 0,
yij
if yij
yij =
∗ < 0.
0,
if yij

(1)

∗ . Our model in its most generic form can be specified
We then model the partially latent variable yij

as follows:
∗
yij
= Ft(ij) (xij , aij , wi ) + εij ,

(2)

where Ft(ij) is a time-varying functional that links the latent success variable with the different
types of the covariates of the album, and εij ∼ N (0, σε2 ) is an idiosyncratic error term that follows
a normal distribution. We now describe the link function in greater detail.

3.2

The Link Function

The link function Ft(ij) flexibly captures the impact of the different types of album features and
latent variables on success via an additive specification
Ft(ij) (xij , aij , wi ) = x>
ij βt(ij) + ft(ij) (aij ) + gij (wi ),

(3)

where β t(ij) is a time-varying coefficient vector that captures the impact of the discrete variables,
ft(ij) (.) is a time-varying unknown multivariate function that capture the effect of the continuous
13

variables and gij (.) is a function that quantifies the thematic information in the tags. We now focus
on each component separately.
3.2.1

Dynamic Linear Effects

The effects of the discrete variables are specified linearly as x>
ij βt(ij) .

We use a state-space

specification to model the temporal changes in the influence of these variables. Specifically, we
assume that the coefficients βt for calendar year, t follow a random-walk,
βt = βt−1 + ωtβ ,

(4)

where the residual vector ωtβ is normally distributed, N (0, Σβ ), with Σβ = Diag(σβ21 , . . . , σβ2J )
2 for j = 1, . . . , J, capture the
being a diagonal covariance matrix. The variance components σβj

volatility of these coefficients over time, with larger values implying greater volatility.
3.2.2

Dynamic Nonparametric Effects

The effects of the continuous covariates (e.g. acoustic fingerprints) are modeled in a dynamic and
nonparametric manner through calendar time specific functions ft(ij) (aij ). We use an additive
specification,
ft(ij) (aij ) =

L
X

h`t(ij) (aij` ),

`=1

where, h`t(ij) (.) is a smooth function for continuous variable `. We model these unknown functions
using penalized splines (Wand and Ormerod 2008). Such a nonparametric specification allows us
to flexibly specify these effects, as it is not possible to a priori hypothesize how these covariates
influence album success. The use of penalized splines allows us to seamlessly trade-off the flexibility
and smoothness of the inferred functions.
We assume that for a given calendar year t, each component h`t (.) is a piecewise polynomial
function of degree two, represented as
h`t (ait` )

=

`
ψt0

+

`
ψt1
ait`

+

` 2
ψt2
ait`

+

Q
X

`
ψκq
(ait` − κ`q )2+ ,

(5)

q=1
` ]2 , ψ ` = [ψ ` ]Q } are parameter coefficients to be estimated, and κ` <
where, {ψt0 , ψt` = [ψtr
κ
κq q=1
r=1
1

· · · < κ`Q are fixed knots. In the above, we use quadratic basis splines involving the second-degree
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truncated basis function
(aij` − κ)2+ = (aij` − κ)2 δaij` ≥κ ,

(6)

where, δaij` ≥κ = 1, if ait` ≥ κ, and 0, otherwise, and κ is a fixed knot in the compact support of
aij` . Usually a tradeoff exists between using a large number of knots to increase the fidelity to the
data and the smoothness of the resulting function. A roughness penalty is then used to adequately
resolve this trade off. We use a fixed number of knots with known positions but constrain their
influence via the use of Bayesian priors.

Additive Model Summing over all L additive nonlinear effects, the functional ft (.) can be
written as


Q
L
2
X
X
X
`
` r

ψκq
(ait` − κ`q )2+  ,
ft (ait ) = ψt0 +
ψtr
ait` +
`=1

where ψt0 =

PL

`
`=1 ψt0

(7)

q=1

r=1

is a non-identified intercept, which we fix to zero. Sun et al. (1999) showed

that the above setup in Equation 7 can be represented as a mixed model with additional covariate2
that control the amount of smoothing for the basis
specific hierarchical variance components σψ
κ`
` ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).
coefficients by assuming that ψκq
ψκ `
` , the basis coefficients ψ ` , and the
Under this representation, the polynomial coefficients ψtr
κq
2 are all inferred from the data. In particular, as σ 2 is estimated, the implicit
prior variances σψ
ψκ
κ

regularization that it induces ensures that only the important knots parameters are given significant
2 diminish the effect of the truncated basis, whereas, larger values allow
weights. Small values of σψ
κ

the basis coefficients to significantly deviate from zero and thus allow a greater effect of the truncated
basis. Till now we focused on the nonlinear effects for a given calendar year. We now show how
these vary across the years.

Function Dynamics We again use a state-space approach to allow the nonparametric functions
to vary across the calendar years. This ensures that functions for neighboring years are more
similar than for years that are temporally far apart. We specify these function dynamics via the
` , ψ ` , ∀`}. Specifically, we assume that ψ follows a
time-varying polynomial coefficients ψt = {ψt1
t
t2

random walk
ψt = ψt−1 + ωtψ ,
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(8)

where ωtψ ∼ N (0, Σψ ) with a diagonal covariance matrix Σψ = diag(σψ2 1 , . . . , σψ2 L ). Smaller
1

2

values of the variances in Σψ imply a smoother temporal evolution of these calendar-time-specific
functions. Having discussed the first two components of Equation 3, we now focus on the last
component that incorporates the perceptual tags.
3.2.3

Nonparametric Themes

Apart from the discrete (e.g. genre) and the continuous variables (e.g. acoustic fingerprints),
album success can also be explained in terms of the tags. Due to their very large number, it is
difficult to account for all the tags directly in the model. Instead, we incorporate their effects via a
thematic categorization of the albums. In inferring these themes, we ensure that we only uncover
those themes that are predictive of album success. We model these themes using a supervised
hierarchical Dirichlet process specification. We begin by describing what we mean by themes.

Themes We define a theme as a discrete probability distribution over the entire vocabulary of
tags. We index each tag in the vocabulary by v ∈ {1, . . . , V }, where V is the total number of
PV
w
V
unique tags. A theme is more formally described by φw = [φw
v ]v=1 with
v=1 φv = 1. The theme,
therefore, resides in the V − 1 dimensional simplex, where φv refers to the probability with which
tag v appears in the theme. Note that all the tags appear in all the themes but with different
occurrence probabilities (possibly null), which means that the themes are differentiated by the
weights they place on each of the V tags. As the number of themes is unknown a priori, we
consider a nonparametric framework where we assume that there is a countably infinite number of
y
∞
w
themes [φw
k ]k=1 that are shared across all the albums. For each theme φk , we assign a scalar φk

that indicates the contribution of the theme to the success of an album. Thus, each “augmented”
y
theme is fully defined by the tuple φk = (φw
k , φk ).

Albums as a Mixture of Themes

The collection of tags of an album can be considered as

a mixture of the themes [φk ]∞
k=1 . The albums differ in the weights they place on these themes.
We assume that album i on its jth year draws its themes from an unknown discrete distribution
y
w
Gij that is defined over the themes [φk ]∞
k=1 . Let θijn = (θijn , θijn ) denote the augmented theme
w is equal to one of the
associated with the n-th tag, win , of album i on observation j, where θijn
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y
∞
probability vectors in [φw
k ]k=1 and θijn is its corresponding success score. Then,

θijn |Gij ∼ Gij .
The tags within an album probabilistically originate from specific themes. In particular, each
tag win is a random multinomial (categorical) draw, given the chosen theme, i.e.,
w
w
win |θitn
∼ Categorical(θitn
).

(9)

Note that the set wi of the Ni tokens within the album can contain many replications of the same
tag from different users, and that two replicates of the same tags can come from different themes.
Finally, the themes relate to overall album success via the component gij (wi ) in Equation 3. This
component is given by the average of the success coefficients of the underlying themes for its tags,
Ni
1 X
y
gij (wi ) =
θijn
.
Ni

(10)

n=1

The above shows how the themes differ across albums via the album-specific distributions, and how
the tags as well as album success scores inform the inference of the themes. However, given that
the Gij vary across albums, it is important to ensure that these distributions all share the same
set of themes. This requires that the album-specific distributions are discrete and share the same
atoms. This can be achieved via a supervised hierarchical Dirichlet process (SHDP) specification,
which we now describe.

Supervised Hierarchical Dirichlet Process

As the distributions Gij are unknown, we assume

that these come from a Dirichlet process, i.e.,
Gij ∼ DP (α0 , G0 ),
with a baseline distribution G0 and a precision parameter α0 > 0. The Dirichlet process is
a distribution over distributions that is used as a prior in Bayesian nonparametrics to model
uncertainty about the functional form of an unknown distribution. Random draws from the DP
are discrete measures with probability one. The Dirichlet process has been used in marketing
primarily to flexibly represent unobserved heterogeneity via nonparametric population distributions
over coefficients; see Ansari and Iyengar (2006) and Li and Ansari (2013).
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The fact that a DP generates discrete distributions is by itself not sufficient in our context. It is
also necessary that the album-specific distributions all have support on the same set of themes. This
can be achieved by restricting the baseline distribution G0 to be discrete. Note that if G0 were to
be continuous, then any two distinct distributions drawn from DP (α0 , G0 ) would necessarily have
different atoms. We therefore specify an additional layer of hierarchy by assuming that G0 itself
comes from another Dirichlet process, i.e.,
G0 |γ, H ∼ DP(γ, H),

(11)

where the baseline distribution, H = H w × H y is a joint continuous probability measure on the
themes and their corresponding success coefficients, and γ > 0 is the precision parameter. The
baseline distribution H represents the mean of the process and sets its location, while γ controls the
dispersion of the DP realizations, around H. As realizations of the DP are discrete distributions,
assuming a Dirichlet process prior DP(γ, H) over G0 guarantees a discrete support for G0 such
that it places its mass over a countably infinite collection of probability vectors and their success
coefficients, Φ = [φk ]∞
k=1 . In this way, G0 initializes the infinite collection of themes that will be
shared across the albums.
The clustering properties of the DP depend upon its precision parameter. In the limit, when γ
tends to zero, the realizations of the DP are concentrated on a single point, whereas for large γ the
realizations mimic the baseline distribution H. We infer γ from the data and are therefore able to
automatically determine the number of themes that are relevant in our context. To complete the
hierarchy, we set H w = Dir(1/V ), a symmetric Dirichlet distribution, over the entire vocabulary
of tags. This is a non-informative prior that does not discriminate among the themes, and H y =
N (0, 100), a diffuse normal distribution over the success coefficients for the themes.

Relationships among the Distributions in the Hierarchy Figure 4 represents the SHDP
with a simplified vocabulary of three tags. Because the mother distribution G0 and the albumspecific distributions that stem from it are discrete, they share the atoms generated from
G0 . Sethuraman (1994) showed that a DP can be alternatively construed via a stick-breaking
construction. According to his representation, G0 |γ, H ∼ DP(γ, H) can be written as
G0 =

∞
X

φk ∼ H,

ςk δφk ,

k=1
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(12)

𝐻 = 𝐻𝑤 × 𝐻𝑦

G0
𝑦

𝜙𝑘 = (𝜙𝑘𝑤 , 𝜙𝑘 )
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…
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𝑦
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Figure 4: Illustrative Representation of the SHDP with a Vocabulary of Three Tags.

ςk =

ςk0

k−1
Y

(1 − ςl0 ),

ςk0 ∼ Beta(1, γ),

(13)

l=1

where (φk )∞
k=1 is an infinite sequence of atoms (themes) drawn from the base distribution H, δφk
is a discrete random measure concentrated at atom φk and [ςk ]∞
k=1 is an infinite sequence weights.
The stick-breaking construction in Equation 13 ensures that the weights sum to 1. Similarly, the
children album-specific distributions can be represented in terms of the same set of themes as
Gij =

∞
X

πijk δφk ,

(14)

k=1

where Φ = [φk ]∞
k=1 ∼ G0 and πijk is the probability weight for atom φk .
As the Gij ’s are independent, each Gij selects a specific subset of themes for album i on its jth
observation. The mixture distributions are free to differ from one album to another and represent
how the themes differ across albums and across the years. As we use a hierarchical Dirichlet process
in the context of a tobit regression the themes we infer are predictive of success. Such a specification
is known as a supervised hierarchical Dirichlet process, which is a generalization of the HDP.
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3.3

Generative Process

We combine together the success measure, the standard covariates, the linear variables and the tag
applications to jointly uncover the correlates of album success. Given the previous descriptions our
model can be specified using the following generative process.
1. Draw hyper-distribution of themes and their success coefficients, G0 ∼ DP(γ, H)
2. Draw the truncated basis coefficients of the non-linear effects, ψκ ∼ N (0, σψ2 κ I)
3. For each year t,
(a) Draw linear effects coefficients, βt ∼ N (βt−1 , Σβ )
(b) Draw the linear coefficients of the non-linear effects , ψt ∼ N (ψt−1 , Σψ )
4. For each observation j of album i, appearing in year t(ij),
(a) Draw thematic mixture Gij ∼ DP(α0 , G0 )
(b) For each tag application n,
w , θy ) ∼ G
i. Draw theme θijn = (θijn
ij
ijn
w )
ii. Draw tag win ∼ Categorical(θijn

(c) Draw score yij ∼ N (Ft xit , ait(ij) , wi , σε )

3.4

Posterior Inference via MCMC methods

We use a fully Bayesian approach to infer the unknowns in our model specification. Let Γ =
2
∗ }, β
2
{yij
0:T , Σβ , ψ0:T , Σψ , ψκ , σψκ , {θijn }, α0 , γ, σε } contain all the random variables to be estimated.

Then the joint distribution of the data and unknowns can be written as
∗
p({yij },{yij
}, w1:I , Γ) =

I Y
Y

∗
∗
p(yij |yij
)p(yij
|βtij , ψtij , ψκ , wi , {θijn })

i=1 j∈Ti

×

T
Y

p(βt |βt−1 , Σβ )p(ψt |βt−1 , Σψ )p(ψκ |σψ2 κ ) ×

t=1

Ni
I Y Y
Y

p(win |θijn )p(θijn |α0 , γ)

i=1 i∈Ti n=1

2
×p(σε2 )p(β0 )p(ψ0 )p(Σβ )p(Σψ )p(σψ
).
κ

(15)

Note that we integrate over the mixture distributions Gij and G0 and perform direct inference on
the albums themes θijn . As the full posterior distribution p(Γ|{yij }, wi ) does not have a closed
form formulation we use MCMC methods to summarize the posterior. We use conjugate priors
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and therefore all the full conditional distributions are available analytically. We use backwardfiltering forward-smoothing to sample the dynamic linear coefficients and the parameters of the
linear component of the penalized splines. The integration of the HDP priors specifically leads to
a collapsed Gibbs sampling scheme for the inference regarding the themes. We use the algorithm
based on direct assignment of the tags that is described in more details by Teh et al. (2005).
The inference algorithm was implemented in Python. Our big data context requires efficient
computation; hence, we use numba to compile the code to processor language. More details about
the full conditionals can be obtained upon request, and the code itself is available from the first
author’s website.

4

Results

We first compare the preceding model with a set of benchmark models on a number of predictive
metrics. Then we highlight the qualitative insights obtained from the model.

4.1

Model estimation and comparison

We estimated three benchmark models. Model M1 used artist superstardom, major label, number
of previous years on the charts and number of artists on the album as predictor variables. Model M2
added album genre to the variables in M1 ; and model M3 added acoustic features to the variables
in M2 . We label the proposed model M4 ; it includes the variables in M3 and the user generated
tags. We introduced time dynamics in each model via state-space specifications and nonparametric
functional forms for the continuous covariates.
We estimated each model using MCMC methods. The Markov chains converged with 4,000
iterations for models M1 , M2 and M3 . We report their results using the last 2,000 MCMC draws
after burn-in. Model M4 , which includes textual data, required more iterations. We ran the
chain for 50,000 iterations and retained the last 5,000 iterations after burn-in. We normalized all
continuous variables (e.g., acoustic features) to a scale between zero and one to allow meaningful
comparisons across variables. We log-transformed the year end score so as to stabilize numerical
computations.
We split the dataset into calibration and holdout samples, the latter containing a random
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Table 2: Measures of Predictive Performance.

Sample

Calibration

Holdout

Metric
AUC
RMSE
Correlation
Predictive R2
AUC
RMSE
Correlation
Predictive R2

M1
0.61
6.85
0.25
0.06
0.59
6.91
0.22
0.04

M2
0.71
6.10
0.37
0.13
0.68
6.64
0.30
0.07

M3
0.80
5.39
0.50
0.23
0.76
6.26
0.40
0.13

M4
0.82
5.21
0.52
0.25
0.77
6.07
0.44
0.15

sample of 10% albums available for each year. The calibration sample has 23,036 observations and
the holdout sample has 2,535 observations. We re-estimated all models on the calibration data and
used the estimated parameters to make the holdout predictions. These predictions were made using
a semi-supervised approach: the holdout albums were used in model calibration but without their
success scores. This allowed the use of tags for the validation albums to be used for estimating the
themes.

Predictive performance We assessed the predictive performance of the models in terms of (1)
the probability of an album appearing on the charts and (2) the album rank, conditional on it
making the charts. To assess how well the predicted probability tracks the actual probability of
making the charts, we used the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of a model’s Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve (Swets, 1996). The best-performing model has the highest AUC. We
validated the prediction of album rank by using the root mean square error (RMSE) and the
correlation of the observed and estimated success scores for an album. Table 2 reports the values
of these predictive measures for in-sample and holdout data. For both in-sample and out-of-sample
data, the full model, M4 , predicts the probability of making the charts and the rank on the charts
better than the competing models. The total explained variance can be decomposed between the
different sets of covariates. Based on the predictive R2 values, genre explain about 28% of the total
variance, acoustic fingerprints 40%, tags 10% and the marketing and superstardom variables about
22%.
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4.2

Qualitative Insights

We divide the discussion of the results into four sections. First, we discuss how the popularity
of different genres has fluctuated and changed over time. Second, we examine how the level and
variability in acoustic features affects its success. Third, we examine how the perceptual and
experiential aspects of music, reflected in the crowd-sourced tags, affect album success. Fourth, we
discuss the temporal effects of the marketing and superstardom variables on album success.
4.2.1

The Dynamics of Genre Popularity

The figure in Table 3 shows how the appeal of different genres has changed over time. The vertical
axis in each of the plots indicates the estimate predictor of success for each genre.
Rock: Rock music is the most produced genre in our dataset. The “British invasion” of American
popular music coincides with the peak of rock music in the 60s. Classic albums of the period include
the following by the Beatles: Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, Revolver and The Beatles.
Albums like Pink Floyd’s The Dark Side of the Moon drove Rock music to another peak in the 70s.
Since then, the popularity of Rock music has declined while Pop and Hip Hop have risen; and Rock
music itself has fragmented into specialized forms. The recent resurgence since 2010s has been led
by albums like Blurryface by Twenty One Pilots.
Pop: Pop music has had significant periods of popularity. The 60s peak saw the release of More
of the Monkeys by the Monkeys and Herb Alpert’s Whipped Cream & Other Delights. New styles
of Pop emerged in the 80s, the most notable being Michael Jackson’s Thriller and Prince’s 1999.
Recently, Pop has again shown a positive trend in popularity with the launch of albums like Taylor
Swift’s 1989, Adele’s 21, and Ed Sheeran’s x.
Funk & Soul: Funk & Soul music has had two previous peaks. The first, in the 70s, coincided with
the release of albums like I Never Loved A Man The Way I Love You by Aretha Franklin. The
second, in the 80s, coincided with the releases of Prince’s Purple Rain and Wham!’s Make It Big.
The genre has witnessed an increase in popularity since the 90s, with the release of albums like 25
by Adele and TRAPSOUL by Bryson Tiler.
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8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Peak

The Dark Side of the Moon, Pink Floyd (1973)
Summer Breeze, Seals and Crofts (1973)
Don’t Shoot Me I’m Only The Piano Player, Elton John (1973)
Blurryface, Twenty One Pilots (2016)
Montevallo, Sam Hunt (2016)
Immortalized, Disturbed (2016)
More Of The Monkees , The Monkees (1967)
Whipped Cream & Other Delights, Herb Alpert & The Tijuana Brass (1967)
What Now My Love, Herb Alpert & The Tijuana Brass (1967)
Thriller, Michael Jackson (1983)
1999, Prince (1983)
Kissing To Be Clever, Culture Club (1983)
1989, Taylor Swift (2015)
x, Ed Sheeran (2015)
Montevallo, Sam Hunt (2015)
I Never Loved A Man The Way I Love You, Aretha Franklin (1967)
Here Where There Is Love, Dionne Warwick (1967)
Lou Rawls Live At The Century Plaza, Lou Rawls (1967)
Make It Big, Wham! (1985)
Break Out, The Pointer Sisters (1985)
Purple Rain, Prince (1985)
25, Adele (2016)
T R A P S O U L, Bryson Tiller (2016)
Beauty Behind The Madness, The Weeknd (2016)

Album Name

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

Peak

Crazysexycool, TLC (1995)
II, Boyz II Men (1995)
Brandy, Brandy (1995)
Love Angel Music Baby, Gwen Stefani (2005)
Goodies, Ciara (2005)
The Massacre, 50 Cent (2005)
The Very Best of Peter, Paul and Mary, Peter, Paul and Mary (1964)
Today, The New Christy Minstrels (1964)
Joan Baez, Joan Baez (1964)
August And Everything After, Counting Crows (1994)
Not A Moment Too Soon, Tim McGraw (1994)
Reba McEntire’s Greatest Hits, Volume Two, Reba McEntire (1994)
Be Here, Keith Urban (2005)
Here For The Party, Gretchen Wilson (2005)
Toby Keith 35 Biggest Hits, Toby Keith (2005)
Honey In The Horn, Al Hirt (1964)
The Third Album, Barbra Streisand (1964)
The Pink Panther (Original Motion Picture Soun..., Henry Mancini (1964)
What’s New, Linda Ronstadt (1984)
Body And Soul, Joe Jackson (1984)
Backstreet, David Sanborn (1984)
Come Away With Me, Norah Jones (2004)
Feels Like Home, Norah Jones (2004)
Three Days Grace (Deluxe Version), Three Days Grace (2004)

Album Name

Table 3: Patterns of Genres Popularity across Time.

Hip Hop: Hip Hop music is an American form of music that was developed in the 70s. It includes
rhythmic melodies often accompanied with rapping. Hip Hop’s popularity peaked in the 90s with
the release of albums like Crazysexycool by TLC and II by Boys II Men’s. It has maintained its
popularity, with albums like The Massacre by 50 Cent receiving great success.
Folk, Country & World: The 1960s was a golden era for Folk and Country music. Hit albums
included The Very Best of Peter, Paul and Mary and The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan. The rise of
American folk-music contributed to the development of Country, Jazz, and Rock’n’Roll. The appeal
of Folk and Country music diminished during the 70s and 80s. It made a comeback in the 90s with
modern folk and country styles introduced in the albums The Woman In Me by Shania Twain,
Rumor Has It and For My Broken Heart by Reba McEntire, and Not A Moment Too Soon by
Tim McGraw. The peak in the 2000s saw the emergence of new styles of Country and Folk music,
with albums like Whoa, Nelly! by Nelly Furtado, Be Here by Keith Urban, and Fearless by Taylor
Swift.
Jazz: Jazz has waxed and waned over the years. A peak in the 60s saw successful albums like Honey
in The Horn by Al Hirt and The Third Album by Barbra Streisand. Jazz regained popularity in
the 80s when Linda Rondstadt introduced What’s New. The most recent peak occurred in the
2000s, when Come Away With Me and Feels Like Home were released by Norah Jones.
It is interesting to see how these genres coevolved over the decades. Figure 5 shows the
correlation in the time-varying coefficients β t of the genre dummies for different pairs of genres.
It is clear from the figure that certain genres behaved like substitutes, as can be seen from the
negative correlation between Rock and Hip Hop, or Pop and Electronic. Other genre pairs exhibit
positive correlations, as they grew or declined together, as for example, Funk and Soul and Pop,
or Reggae and Hip Hop.
4.2.2

Acoustic Features and Album Success

We examine how the success of an album is related to the average levels of the acoustic features
and their variances across the songs in an album. As noted, we distinguish between “objective”
and “subjective” acoustic features. Objective features refer to technical characteristics of the music
itself and subjective features pertain to the experiential aspects of music. Recall that album-level
acoustic measures have a nonlinear relation with album success within any given year, and the
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Figure 5: Correlations of the Time-Varying Genre Coefficients.

pattern of nonlinearity can vary across the years. Figures 6 and 7 show the dynamics of these
nonlinear effects for both the average acoustic levels and their standard deviations
Objective Features
Loudness: Loudness, the physical strength of the sound in an album, is positively associated with
success over the years. The appeal of loud music peaked during the 80s and 90s and has recently
diminished slightly. Serrà et al. (2012) found that popular songs have been getting louder over the
years. A significant effect of the standard deviation of loudness suggests that mixing louder and
softer songs adds to an album’s appeal as a uniformly loud album can irritate a listener.
Tempo: Tempo characterizes the speed of the music. Albums with slow tracks on average were
more successful in most years. The exceptions were the early 1960s (rock’n’roll days), early 1980s
(emergence of new rock genres like punk and heavy metal) and the recent 2000s. Since the 2000s,
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Figure 6: Estimated Effects of the Objective Acoustic Features.

success is associated with an increase in the average level of tempo and a moderate level of variation
in tempo across an album’s songs. By contrast, the most successful albums in the 80s had high
levels of variability in tempo. Slow music generally invokes sadness, where as fast tempo music
induces feelings of happiness and excitement. This is consistent with our results concerning valence.
Fast tempo can become tiresome; slow tempo is more relaxing, slow beats feel more natural and
are closer to the natural rhythm of the heart; see Iwanaga (1995).
Mode: Music composers use minor and major modes to create a certain mood and atmosphere.
Arrangements combine major and minor modes to govern the spacing between notes, which are
measured in whole steps and half steps. Different step combinations create minor or major modes.
Major modes usually convey feelings of stability and happiness. For example, Verdi’s “Grand
march” in Aida is in major mode and communicates a feeling of triumph. “Happy Birthday to
You,” sung on birthdays, is also in major mode. On the other hand, minor modes often sound
sad and evoke bittersweet memories. Examples are Frederic Chopin’s “Prelude in E-Minor” and
“Nocturne in C# minor,” which convey feelings of deep sadness and suffering. Our results show
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that across the years, successful albums typically combine these two modes in equal proportions
(an average mode around 0.5 and a small variance of modes).
Keys: The major and minor modes are associated with 12 basic notes represented by an integer from
0 to 11 with the note C=0, C]=1, and so on until we reach B = 11. These combinations are called
keys; they map a song to its corresponding pitch and allow us to judge a song as “high” or “low.”
Some keys are more convenient than others for composing music on certain instruments, allowing
more freedom for the melody to evolve. Low keys (mainly E, C and G) are more convenient for
composition on a piano or a guitar. Our results show that, except in the 1970s and 1980s, successful
albums had low keys. Variability of the keys across album tracks is appealing for most of the years
in our dataset. However, this appears to have flipped in the last few years where successful albums
have songs in low keys and low variance in the keys.
Time signature: Time signature characterizes the number of beats in a bar. The common time
signatures in Western music are: 4/4, 3/4, 2/4 and 6/8. A listener experiences the time signature
in a song’s rhythm. The most common time signature is 4/4. Some musical styles, mainly jazz,
experiment with other odd rhythms. Our results show that successful albums have a dominant low
average time signature over time. The exception is popular music in the 1960s and 1970s, which
inherited aspects of 50s jazz music. Successful albums across the years exhibit different variations
of time signatures. In the 1970s, 1990s and the 2010s, albums with high variation in time signatures
were more successful; in the 1960s, 1980s and 2000s, albums with lower variation in time signature
variance were more appealing.
Subjective Features
Valence: Focusing on Figure 7, the subplots associated with valence show that albums with an
average negative valence (i.e., sad or angry) have been more successful on the charts. Our results
also indicate that an emotional balance within the album is preferred to having only happy or sad
songs. This is consistent with Koelsch et al. (2006) who found that although sad music necessarily
evokes sadness, it is also more enjoyable as it activates other positive emotions and has a greater
aesthetic appeal (Scherer 2004; Zentner et al. 2008).
Acousticness: Recall that acousticness predicts the extent to which a song contains natural sounds
(e.g., guitar or harmonica) as opposed to the addition of electronic (i.e., computer derived) sounds.
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Figure 7: Estimated Effects of the Subjective Acoustic Features.

We see that successful albums became less acoustic over the years, as with the advent of synthesizers,
new technologically innovated sounds were incorporated in music production (Starr and Waterman
2018). We also see that in the recent years albums that contain high variability of acoustic and
non-acoustic songs have tended to be more successful.
Energy: The energy measure indicates the experienced strength of a song. For example, a smooth
jazz song has less “energy” than a rock metal track. Our results indicate an interesting pattern.
We see that albums with high average energy were more successful before 1980 and that this trend
has gradually reversed since then. The early success in the 60s can be explained by the popularity
of energetic genres such as rock and dance-oriented music. The peak in the 70s stemmed from the
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popularity of disco and rock, with the rise of Led Zeppelin and Stevie Wonder. We also see that
the effect for the standard deviation mirrors that of the average level.
Danceability: One of the most important features of music is that it invokes the willingness to
dance. Our results indicate that danceable albums have been more successful across all the years.
There were peaks before 1990s when the market demanded danceable songs due to the expansion
of dance clubs. This trend started with the twist craze of the late 1960s and the disco craze of the
1970s. Again, we see that success is associated with a balance between highly danceable and less
dance focused songs within an album.
Explicitness: Albums with an appropriate level of explicitness are more appealing than the albums
with no explicit songs or exclusively explicit songs. This effect is consistent through the decades.
Albums with high variation in their explicitness are less popular than those with low variability.
Instrumentalness: Albums that have low instrumentalness, i.e., albums that contain vocals, are
more successful than albums that contain instrumental only tracks. High levels of diversity in
instrumentalness is more successful except very recently when lower levels of variability on this
feature appears to be more popular.
Speechiness:

Words in music can convey emotions, tell stories and give messages.

Albums

containing many lyrical songs or poetry have been more successful since the 1960s. This effect
peaked in the 1990s with the emergence of rap music. The effect of speechiness on album success
has since diminished but we still prefer albums with songs that have spoken words. High variability
in the speechiness of songs characterized successful albums in the 1960s and 1970. This effect, too,
has since diminished. Since the 2000s we prefer album with an “ideal” level of variability in
speechiness.
Liveness:

Live recordings convey the energy and the experience lived during a concert or a live

performance of an artist or a band. Albums containing many songs that are recorded live were
more successful in the years of rock bands, particularly the 1960s and 1970s. This trend reversed;
since the 80s, albums featuring live recordings have been less successful.
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4.2.3

Thematic Insights

Our supervised HDP yielded 67 themes. Figure 8 shows the traceplot for the number of themes
discovered across the MCMC iterations and the histogram of the number of themes for the last
20,000 iterations. We see that after 30,000 iterations, the number of themes stabilizes between 64
and 70. We report results based the modal value of 67 themes for the last 5,000 iterations.

Figure 8: Number of Themes Discovered by the Supervised HDP.

Theme Distribution and Prevalence

Tables 4 and 5 show the top six tags in each theme.

The themes themselves are ordered in descending order of their success coefficient, φy — the most
successful themes therefore appear at the top of the table.
The tags in each theme suggest meaningful categorizations: specific types of music, artist gender,
musical eras, and different groupings relating to the consumption of music. For example, themes
2, 3, 4, 9 and 32 refer to sub-genres (e.g., alternative rock, classic and hard rock, progressive rock,
Celtic music). Themes 4, 13 and 24 distinguish between female and male vocalists. Themes 6,
7, 11, 20, and 39 are about the music from particular decades (e.g. 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990).
Themes 1 and 4 about deep lyrics and love songs respectively. Themes 24 and 35 are about easy
listening, and Christmas/holidays, respectively.
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Theme
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Top 6 Tags
robertitus global, funkyram, legit, deep lyrics, 1990s, ambient ram
albums i own, rock, alternative rock, alternative, favorite albums, favourite albums
country, classic country, modern country, country pop, outlaw country, availableonemusic
pop, female vocalists, pop rock, dance, female vocalist, love songs
instrumental, piano, new age, celtic, irish, windham hill records
2012, 2011, 2010, indie, indie rock, 10s
albums i own, 00s, indie, 2008, 2007, indie rock
crossfade, albums i have downloaded, eighth grade rocked, relax, discoverockult, best albums
rock, classic rock, hard rock, vinyl i own, soft-rock, album rock
country rock, awesome, favorite, mmfwcl, gothic, gothic rock
90s, grunge, 1993, 1990, 1994, 1996
sound city, have this, f, misc, 1, 80’s
female vocals, wonderful women, i own, wie alles begann, benatar, female vocal
rap, hip-hop, hip hop, gangsta rap, west coast rap, east coast rap
hard rock, heavy metal, metal, alternative metal, thrash metal, nu metal
american idol, albums of 2010, albumsiown, purchased 2011, purchased 2010, love at first listen
soul, rnb, funk, r&b, motown, neo-soul
vinyl, latin, own on vinyl, cd, latin pop, reggaeton
my albums, beach music, seen live, vickie marie hall, kenny chesney, boybands
70s, 1001 albums you must hear before you die, disco, 1973, 1971, 1975
2013, folk, singer-songwriter, folk rock, acoustic, americana
jam, viralbraindeath, wb recording, greatest hits, jam band, cd i own
albums in my collection, albums i want, albums i worked on, stephanie mills, r and b, livewire
easy listening, soundtrack, classical, vocal, male vocalist, opera
laptop, i have this album, usa, male singer songwriter, soft rock, american musician
80s, new wave, 1982, grammy nominated, post-punk, 1983
2014, 2015, post-hardcore, metalcore, hardcore, killforpeace
top cd, my favorites, leapsand80salbums, electric guitar, gramusels favourites, meine alben
christian, christian rock, gospel, contemporary christian, worship, praise
comedy, weallgetold, bette midler, spoken word, sympathy68, stand-up
funk, 2009, live, pop punk, punk rock, punk
progressive rock, progressive metal, experimental, progressive, love, art rock
reggae, favorites, ska, covers, cover, 1970

Table 4: Top Six Tags Associated with Themes 1 to 33.
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Theme
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Top 6 Tags
parton, best cd, michael bolton, adult contemporary, rap-a-lot records, albums i own on cd
christmas, 2016, country christmas, holiday, xmas, christmas music
electronic, dance, electronica, industrial, synthpop, house
blues, blues rock, southern rock, guitar, rock n roll, guitar virtuoso
jazz, smooth jazz, flashback alternatives, saxophone, swing, jazz vocal
60s, oldies, 1969, male vocalists, 1967, 1968
memphis rap, bernstein, albums i own physically, party, mariachi, dee
canadian, duets, singer-songwriter, canada, woodstock generation, ballads
kids, t tucker, children, ysabols cartoons kids tv and kids, amazing, baby
e harris, brass balls, desert island discs, favorite album, new, best albums ever
2004, great albums, australian, nostalgic, t wynette, usher
jazz, jazz fusion, fusion, funk, jazz-funk, instrumental
deutzia, need to get, funk folk, hip-hop soul, post-black metal, own on cassette
1979, my whole damn collection, 1980, sundaymix, debut, fully streamable albums
1986 studio album, lapislazuli, energetic, jagged edge, british folk, radio radio radio
jason michael carroll, the astors, poppunk, albums i loved, fireflight, childhood favourite
glam rock, psychedelic, garage rock, power pop, psychedelic rock, powerpop
indie-rock, david lindley, slide guitar, rooms and buildings, blow the roof, psalm 150
regine-disc, glen campbell, eighties, motown tag, summer, awsome guitar
post punk, n griffith, nanci-griffith, unsung and sophomoreless, rock and roll party, jonny lang
marco antonio solis, metalica, mojado, trozos de mi alma, blue eyed soul, alternaive
unclassifiable, rock en españo, shock value ii, capricorn records, mdna, terrible album cover
r kelly, mr kelly, r.kelly, rory gallagher, blackstone55, to check out
latin jazz, bossa nova, day, brazilian, jfuzz, bass
big band, calypso, crooner, swing, vocal jazz greats, grammy, best female pop vocal performance nominee
once in my collection of data, emi, p austin, rock-symphonies, chris dave, dig it
miki howard, tenoxsax radio mix, alex bugnon, smooth soul, –get–, favorite comedy albums
tom waits, dark cabaret, tom jones, columbia, creepy, tom
ultramagnetic, bronx, boom bap, funny, golden age, alternative-country
connie smith, c smith, blak, 5 times or less, favorite albums 2005, sass jordan
my gang 11, lionel richie, playlist, libplayed, pop music tag, kickass
richard thompson, charlie hall, megabuy 30-10-17, the albums i listened to so many times
two-tone, best buffett, fbtsummer, leave the light on, haystak, london
her, arron tippin, memorable, albums that i own, all time best, live albums

Table 5: Top Six Tags Associated with Themes 34 to 67.

Figure 9: Theme Proportions per Decade.

Figure 9 shows the prevalence of these themes across the decades. It shows the average theme
proportion of all the albums within each decade. A darker cell means that the corresponding theme
had a higher proportion in the decade. Themes in Tables 4 and 5 that are specialized in particular
decades have a higher density in the corresponding row in Figure 9. For example, Theme 39 which
has “60s”, “1967”, “1968” and “1969” as the top tags in Table 5 peaks exactly during the 1960s.
This is true for each of the decade related themes, e.g., Theme 6 (2010s), Theme 7 (2000s), Theme
11 (1990s), Theme 26 (1980s) and Theme 20 (1970s).
Themes corresponding to different styles and listening experiences in Tables 4 and 5 also appear
in the relevant years in Figure 9. For example, Theme 2 (rock and alternative rock) was more
prevalent in the 1990s and 2000s. Theme 9 (classic rock, hard rock and soft rock) appears more
in albums of 1970s and 1980s. This was driven by the British invasion (Beatles, Rolling Stone) of
American pop music in the 60s; hard rock became mainstream with the success of bands like Iron
Maiden, Saxon, and Def Leppard. Theme 38 (jazz, smooth jazz and swing) appears more in the
albums of the 1960s; this is consistent with the success of vocal jazz and swing bands in the 50s.

Top Albums Associated with a Theme

We can use the vector of themes proportions to

identify the top albums associated with each theme. Tables 6 and 7 show the top two albums that
have the largest proportions associated with each theme. We can identify the meaning of these
themes and how they relate to the different albums by combining the Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. For
example, the top albums for Theme 4, which is related to female vocalist and live songs, are Kiki
Dee by Kiki Dee and Drinking Again by Dinah Washington. The top two albums of Theme 14,
which is related to rap music, are Encore by Eminem and Lunitik Muzik by Luniz.
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35

Theme
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Albums
The Bliss Album...? (P.M. Dawn, 1993)
Do You Wanna Ride? (Adina Howard, 1995)
Blue Sky Noise (Deluxe Version) (Circa Survive, 2010)
These Times (SafetySuit, 2012)
That’s Why (Craig Morgan, 2008)
Hits Alive (Brad Paisley, 2003)
Kiki Dee (Kiki Dee, 1977)
Drinking Again (Dinah Washington, 1962)
My Romance, An Evening With Jim Brickman (Jim Brickman, 2000) Pure Shadowfax (Shadowfax, 1982)
Lace Up (Deluxe) (Machine Gun Kelly, 2012)
Shake Down (Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, 2011)
WANT (Deluxe) (3OH!3, 2008)
Jugganauts - The Best Of ICP (Insane Clown Posse, 1997)
Falling Away (Crossfade, 2006)
We All Bleed (Crossfade, 2011)
Boogie Woogie Christmas (Brian Setzer, 2002)
Bish (Stephen Bishop, 1978)
Rock N Roll Jesus (Explicit) (Kid Rock, 2003)
The Unforgiven Forest (Axe Murder Boyz, 2004)
Twentieth Century (Alabama, 1999)
Shut Up And Dance (The Dance Mixes) (Paula Abdul, 1990)
Los Lobos, Live At The Fillmore (Los Lobos, 1990)
Trouble Deluxe Edition (Akon, 2004)
Frozen in the Night (Dan Hill, 1978)
Life on D-Block (Sheek Louch, 2009)
Encore (Deluxe) (Eminem, 2004)
Lunitik Muzik (Luniz, 1997)
The North Corridor (Chevelle, 2016)
Bark At The Moon (Bonus Track Version) (Ozzy Osbourne, 1983)
Blue Skies (Diana DeGarmo, 2004)
Justin Guarini (Justin Guarini, 2003)
Identify Yourself (The O’Jays, 1979)
The Young Mods’ Forgotten Story (The Impressions, 1969)
Sigo Siendo Yo (Marc Anthony, 2004)
Amor Y Control (Rubén Blades, 1992)
Volcano (Jimmy Buffett, 1979)
Feeding Frenzy (Live) (Jimmy Buffett, 1990)
Randy Newman / Live (Randy Newman, 1971)
I Don’t Know What The World Is Coming To (Bobby Womack, 1975)
Caligula (Anthony Jeselnik, 2013)
The Worse Things Get, ... The More I Love You (Neko Case, 2013)
WHAT HAPPENED TO THE LA LAs (moe., 2012)
Somewhere In the Stars (Rosanne Cash, 1982)
Good Side Bad Side (Crucial Conflict, 1998)
Stephanie Mills Greatest Hits, 1985-1993 (Stephanie Mills, 1986)
Marilyn Martin (Marilyn Martin, 1986)
Mad Max, Fury Road - Soundtrack (Junkie XL, 2015)
Best Of/20th Century (Reba McEntire, 1996)
Starting Over (Reba McEntire, 1995)
Fuel for the Fire (Naked Eyes, 1984)
Sell My Soul (Sylvester, 1980)
Friendly Persuasion (Ray Conniff, 1964)
Fall for You (Leela James, 2014)
Melissa Etheridge (Deluxe Edition) (Melissa Etheridge, 1988)
Handwritten (Shawn Mendes, 2015)
Marvelous Things (Mark Condon, 2000)
The Mom & Dads Play Your Favorite Hymns (The Mom & Dads, 1974)
Face Down Ass Up (Andrew Dice Clay, 1989)
Divine Madness (Bette Midler, 1980)
Swallow This Live (Poison, 1991)
They Don’t Make Them Like They Used To (Kenny Rogers, 1986)
Misplaced Childhood (2017 Remaster) (Marillion, 1985)
I’m Coming Home (Johnny Mathis, 1973)
Special (Jimmy Cliff, 1982)
A Bag Full of Soul, Folk, Rock and Blues (José Feliciano, 1966)

Table 6: Top Two Albums Associated with Themes 1 to 33.
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Theme
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Albums
Timeless (The Classics) (Michael Bolton, 1992)
The Essential Porter Wagoner & Dolly Parton (Porter Wagoner, 2015)
Merry Christmas To You (Sidewalk Prophets, 2013)
Have Yourself A Tractors Christmas (The Tractors, 1995)
The Middle Of Nowhere (US version) (Orbital, 1999)
The Temple of I & I (Thievery Corporation, 1969)
Rock Therapy (Stray Cats, 1986)
Freebird The Movie (Lynyrd Skynyrd, 1996)
The Best Of Najee (Najee, 1988)
Joyride (Pieces Of A Dream, 1986)
Welcome to My World (Dean Martin, 1967)
Realization (Johnny Rivers, 1968)
Double Dose (Tela, 2002)
Favorite Overtures (Leonard Bernstein, 1965)
Don’t Fight It (Red Rider, 1980)
Back for Another Taste (Helix, 1990)
Happy Holidays Love, Barney (Barney, 1997)
50 Silly Songs (The Countdown Kids, 2009)
White Shoes (Emmylou Harris, 1983)
Hickory Wind (Emmylou Harris, 2001)
25 (Crystal Lewis, 2014)
Stories To Tell (Dave Barnes, 2012)
Tropea (John Tropea, 1975)
Priceless Jazz Collection 13 , Yellowjackets (Yellowjackets, 1998)
The Walking Wounded (Gold Edition) (Bayside, 2007)
Loverboy (Brett Dennen, 2011)
Concrete Love (Julia Fordham, 2002)
Twilley Don’t Mind (Dwight Twilley Band, 1977)
Street Language (Rodney Crowell, 1986)
Wheel Of Talent (The Fleshtones, 2014)
We The Kings (We The Kings, 2007)
Lechuza (Fenix TX, 2001)
Wipe Out (The Surfaris, 1963)
Wipe Out (The Surfaris, 1963)
Nine Types of Light (Deluxe) (TV On The Radio, 2011)
Very Greasy (David Lindley & El Rayo-X, 1988)
Willie...Listen...Dance (Willie Mitchell, 1981)
See You There (Glen Campbell, 2013)
The Complete MCA Studio Recordings (Nanci Griffith, 1989)
Sold Out (The Kingston Trio, 1960)
Trozos De Mi Alma 2 (Marco Antonio Solı́s, 2006)
Trozos De Mi Alma 2 (Marco Antonio Solı́s, 2006)
The Ventures Play The Country Classics (The Ventures, 1963)
Bye Bye Rios, Rock Hasta el Final (Miguel Rios, 2011)
Black Panties (Deluxe Version) (R. Kelly, 2013)
Black Panties (Deluxe Version) (R. Kelly, 2013)
La Bamba (Mongo Santamaria, 1965)
A Day At The Movies (Doris Day, 1978)
The Midnight Special (Harry Belafonte, 1962)
The Midnight Special (Harry Belafonte, 1962)
A Little Bit Moore, The Magic of Melba Moore (Melba Moore, 1976) Love Is Gonna Getcha (Patti Austin, 1990)
Come Share My Love (Miki Howard, 1986)
Miki Howard (Miki Howard, 1989)
The Black Rider (Tom Waits, 1993)
Tug Of War (Paul McCartney, 1982)
Penicillin On Wax (Tim Dog, 1991)
Rather Ripped (Sonic Youth, 2006)
Fiction Family (Fiction Family, 2009)
Born to Sing (Connie Smith, 1966)
Encore (Lionel Richie, 2002)
Renaissance (Lionel Richie, 2000)
Flying Into Daybreak (Charlie Hall, 2006)
Industry (Richard Thompson, 1997)
Fun Boy Three (Fun Boy Three, 1982)
Somewhere Over China (Jimmy Buffett, 1982)
What This Country Needs (Aaron Tippin, 1998)
Better Motörhead Than Dead - Live at Hammersmith (Motörhead, 2007)

Table 7: Top Two Albums Associated with Themes 34 to 67.

Figure 10: Theme Proportions of 21 of Adele.

Themes proportion for a Given Album Bag-of-tags representation of an album draws from
different themes. Figure 10 shows the themes proportions for 21 by Adele — the theme proportions
provide a striking description of her (second studio album). Themes 4, 6 and 17, are strongly
associated with this album. Theme 4 is about female vocalists and love songs (the album displays a
range of emotions — bitterness, loneliness, regret — after a broken relationship). Theme 17 refers
to soul, r&b and funky soul. It also refers to Motown which is one of the influences of Adele’s
previous album 19 and exhibits both gospel and soul music inflections that are very present in 21.

Themes Associated with Artists

Figure 11 shows how the albums of three artists — Beyoncé,

Taylor Swift, and Bruce Springsteen — are associated with different themes. Beyoncé’s albums
draw predominantly from Themes 2, 4, 6, 7 and 17; Theme 2 has tags associated with favorite
albums; Theme 4 is about female vocalists and love songs; Themes 6 and 7 refer to the years
associated with the appearance of her albums; and Theme 17 is about r&b and funk, her musical
style and genre.
Taylor Swift scores high on Themes 3, 4, and 7. Themes 4 is about pop female vocalists; Theme
7 is associated with her music decade; Theme 3 is about country music, the genre in which she
made her debut.
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Figure 11: Average Theme Proportions for Beyoncé (top), Taylor Swift (middle) and Bruce Springsteen
(bottom).
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Figure 12: Estimated Effects of the Control Variables.

Bruce Springsteen scores high on Themes 2, 9, 20 and 21. Themes 2 and 9 characterize rock and
alternative rock; Theme 20 is related to 1970s, the decade in which Springsteen started releasing
albums; and Theme 21 characterizes the experiential side (acoustic folk rock) of Springsteen’s music;
and Themes 25 and 26 relate to his famous album Born in the USA.7
4.2.4

Marketing and Production Variables

Figure 12 shows how the importance of a major label house, superstardom and collaborations by
multiple artists contributed to album success at different times. Major labels have had positive
effects on album success in all years, but their influence has been declining since the 1990s, when
online channels emerged allowing indie artists to present their productions directly to listeners.
Albums featuring five or more artists are less successful, possibly because different performance
styles are difficult to blend. Artist popularity, as measured by the number of previous hit albums,
has a positive effect on album success. This effect was diminished in the 1990s, when American
popular music underwent a regeneration and new artists and styles emerged. Record companies
sought to promote a new generation of superstars and five of the annual best-selling albums of the
1990s were debut albums of previously unknown artists (Starr and Waterman 2018). We also see
that except for the 70s, an album that was successful in a year had a greater chance of remaining
7

All three artists have larger weights on lower numbered themes because the themes are ordered according to their
impact on success.
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popular in subsequent years.

5

Album Recommendation and Playlist Design

We use our model to recommend albums that are congruent with the styles associated with specific
eras and to compile playlists that meet different design objectives. We now illustrate these uses.

Recommending Albums Holbrook and Schindler (1989) found that preferences for popular
music form around adolescence or early adulthood. How might we design albums for people of
different generations? One way is to base these recommendations on the dynamics of genres (x>
i βt )
and the acoustical features (ft(ij) (aij )) in our model. According to our model, an album will score
differently across the years. We can therefore identify time periods (other than when it was released)
in which the album is predicted to have popular appeal. Figure 13 shows the predicted appeal of
three iconic albums in different years before and after their release: 1989 by Taylor Swift, Thriller
by Michael Jackson and Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band by the Beatles.
According to our model, 1989 reflects the tastes of the 80s and would have been successful if
it had launched in the late 80s and early 90. At least there is face validity for this prediction. In
an ABC news interview, Taylor Swift said that “The inspiration behind this record, I was listening
to a lot of late 80’s pop ... I really loved the chances they were taking, how bold it was . . . It was
apparently a time of limitless potential, the idea you could do what you want be what you want ...
the idea of endless possibility was kind of a theme in the last two years of my life.”
Thriller is considered as one of the best albums in music history. According to our model,
its musical style was most consistent with successful albums between 1970 and 1990. Thus it is
likely to be popular among listeners who grew up in this generation. The figure also shows that
it is unlikely to be as popular among people who grew up subsequently. Similarly, Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band is also recognized to be one of the greatest albums of all time. Our model
suggests that todays successful music is not consistent with its style. Of course, it could continue
to appeal to the generation that grew up with it.
As an additional illustration, we take all albums that were released after 1995 and rank order
them based on their predicted score using the preference parameters for the year 1985. Table 8
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Figure 13: Albums Score for Different Years.

shows the top five such albums. The top album among these is This Is My Time by Raven-Symoné.
Our model suggest that this 2004 album could appeal to people who’s tastes are congruent with
the music of the 1980s.
Table 8: Top 5 Recommended Albums Released after 1995 for a Taste of 1985

Album
This Is My Time
The Truth About Love
Last Train To Paris
Man On The Moon: The End Of Day
This Fire

Playlist Compilation

Release Year
2004
2012
2010
2009
1996

Artist
Raven-Symoné
P!nk
Diddy - Dirty Money
Kid Cudi
Paula Cole

Peak Rank
150
27
7
4
33

Our model can be used to compile a playlist of songs. To illustrate,

suppose we were to use Adele’s albums 19, 21 and 25 to construct a playlist of five songs. Which
five would we choose? We could choose her five greatest hits. But would these be the best choice,
or would we select different songs for people of different ages?
Using only the acoustic features, we scored all possible combinations of five songs that would
appeal to two different individuals, one with taste for the music in 1973 and the other with taste
for music in 2016. Table 9 shows the top five hits by Adele, as ranked by the Billboard magazine
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Figure 14: Acoustic Differences Between the Two Playlists: the Mean (a) and the Standard Deviation (b)
of Each Acoustic.

critics8 . It also shows the playlists our model recommends for the two individuals. The 1973 playlist
only has one song from Adele’s top five (Rolling in the Deep); the 2016 playlist has none. And the
playlists for 1973 and 2016 are also completely different. Figure 14 shows the means and standard
Table 9: Billboard’s Top 5 and Year Based Model Generated Compilations of Adele’s Songs.
Billboard’s Top 5 Songs

Model Generated Compilations

–

1973

2016

Album

Song

Album

Song

Album

Song

21
19
21
25
19

Rolling In The Deep
Chasing Pavements
Someone Like You
Hello
Hometown Glory

19
19
19
25
21

Cold Shoulder
Make You Feel My Love
Tired
Love in the Dark
Rolling in the Deep

19
25
21
21
21

First Love
Million Years Ago
Don’t You Remember
He Won’t Go
Lovesong

deviation of each acoustic fingerprint for the 1973 and 2016 playlists. The 1973 has longer songs,
and higher energy, key and mode compared to the 2016 playlist. It also contains a more diverse
collection of songs in terms of danceability, energy and time signature. The 2016 playlist has a
higher average acousticness, danceability, tempo and time signature.
8

https://www.billboard.com/articles/columns/pop/8448730/adele-songs-best-ranked-critics-picks
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6

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a modeling framework to study the correlates of music success over the
past five decades. We used the model on data containing the genres, acoustical features, and crowdsourced tags of albums to understand how the impact of these variables have changed over the years.
The proposed model uses Bayesian nonparametric components of different types, including timevarying penalized splines and a supervised hierarchical Dirichlet process, which flexibly capture the
impact of the acoustical features and tags, respectively. We found that all three sets of covariates
are important in explaining the relative success of albums.
Our model uncovered a number of interesting insights about the evolution of American popular
music. Some of our findings relate to broad trends in the popularity and decline of different genres
and the emergence of new forms of music. For instance, we found that Rock has remained the most
successful form of music in America, although its popularity has steadily declined, pop music is
almost as successful as hip hop, which took off in the early 80s and appears to have peaked in the
2000s. Rock music has tended to be more popular in periods when other forms of music were not;
hip hop’s success is positively correlated with most other types of music, except rock.
Focusing on the state-space dynamics associated with the acoustic signature of the albums, we
found that louder music has become more successful over time, with a peak occurring in the 80s.
Albums with slower tempo used to be more successful, but this changed after 2010 with the success
of artists like Taylor Swift, Gwen Stefani and Nickelback. Albums with songs that were recorded
in higher keys were more successful in the 60s; today, lower keys are more successful, as are fewer
key variations. Successful albums today have simpler compositions (lower average time signature)
and combine a few complex songs with several simple ones. Albums with longer songs have always
been less successful, but in recent years albums have done better if they have songs of different
lengths. Successful albums had music with high energy and low valence in the 60s, 70s and 80s,
when singers like Bob Dylan and Bruce Springsteen gave voice to the social turmoil and angst of
their times. Successful albums today have lower energy and low valence.
The supervised hierarchical Dirichlet process component of our model uncovered a number of
themes. These themes are probability distributions over the tags and represent how listeners
perceive and experience the albums.

Themes emphasize different types of tags and can be
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characterized as focusing on sub-genres (e.g., soft rock, new soul, jazz vocal), consumption contexts
(e.g., holiday, worship, party), emotions (e.g., love, anger), intensity (e.g., relaxing, kill for peace,
must hear), nostalgia (e.g., oldies, good times), mood (e.g., smooth, energetic, ambient), quality of
listening experience (e.g., virtuoso, deep lyrics, easy listening), type of experience (e.g., seen live,
own on vinyl) and other interesting aspects of music.
The time-varying parameters associated with the genres and acoustics are needed for describing
the evolution of tastes. They are also very important for recommending music and constructing
playlists. We used both the average levels and standard deviations of song acoustics to predict
the popularity of different compilation of songs. We showed how the model parameters can be
leveraged to predict the congruency of an album with the successful musical style of a particular
era. For instance, our model suggests that Taylor Swift’s 1989, produced in 2014, indeed reflects
the acoustical traits of successful albums of 1989. Such analysis can be useful for recommending
music to people who grew up in different times. We showed how our model can be useful for
compiling albums and playlists that take into account the acoustical balance of the collection. For
example, for someone interested in Adele’s songs, merely collecting (say) her top five hits would not
be as good as using songs that have the right acoustical balance. Similarly, playlists constructed
for today’s youth and people with the sensibility of the 70s would have different songs.
On the methodological level, we developed a novel nonparametric framework that captures the
information contained in data of different modalities. Our use of a supervised hierarchical Dirichlet
process for modeling text is new to the marketing literature, and our integration of different styles
of nonparametrics in a single model is a contribution to the relevant literatures is statistics and
computer science. Although constructed specifically for music, our model can also be used in other
experiential contexts where multi-modal data are available.
While we generated a number of substantive insights, it is also important to acknowledge some
limitations of our research. Our results describe how the music industry has evolved over time, but
we cannot assert causality about the effects of covariates because we used observational data. We
have also not tested the efficacy of our recommendations in real-life contexts. Finally, although our
model can be used for constructing playlists for listeners with different types of preferences, we did
not use individual-level playlist data and hence are unable to make individualized recommendations
that leverage user-specific parameters. Methodologically, we used MCMC methods for inference
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because this allows proper quantification of uncertainty. But this can also be time consuming;
developing more scalable inference methods can be useful. We look forward to exploring these
opportunities and hope that researchers will use our model in other experiential contexts.
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A

Acoustic Fingerprints

We introduce each one of the acoustic fingerprints and provide a description of their meaning. The
objective acoustic measures are:
- Key: is an integer that maps a song to its corresponding pitch. A pitch is a property of
sound that allows to judge it as “high” or “low”. It is determined by the frequency of sound
wave vibration. It relates the fundamental frequency of a sound to a real number such that
the key can be represented by an integer from 0 to 11 with the note C=0, C]=1, and so on
till B = 11. The study of pitch perception has been a central entity in psychoacoustics that is
essential for representing, processing and perceiving sounds in the auditory system (Hartman
1997).
- Loudness: is a measure of the loudness of a track in decibels (dB). The loudness of a track
is the quality of sound that psychologically correlates with the physical strength of the song
(sound amplitude). Values of loudness range between 0 and -60dB with 0dB louder than
-60dB.
- Mode: is a dummy variable that indicates the modality of a song. 0 refers to the minor
modes and 1 to the major modes. Each mode is characterized by a musical scale of certain
melodic behaviors.
- Tempo: is the overall estimated tempo of a track in beats per second.

The tempo

characterizes the speed and the pace of a given piece of music.
- Time signature: specifies how many beats are in each bar.
The subjective acoustic measures include:
- Acousticness: is a continuous measure between 0 and 1 that indicates how acoustic a song
is. Tracks with acousticness will consist mostly of natural acoustic sounds (e.g. guitar, piano,
orchestra, unprocessed human voice. Songs with low acousticness consist mostly of electric
sounds (e.g. electric guitar, synthesizers, etc.).
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- Danceability: is a continuous measure between 0 and 1 that describes how suitable is a song
for dancing. The score is based on multiple musical elements including the song tempo and
its stability, beat strength and overall regularity.
- Energy: is a continuous measure between 0 and 1 that gives a level of confidence about the
intensity of a song. Songs with high energy are energetic tracks with fast pace, loud and
noisy.
- Instrumentalness: is a continuous measure that reports the confidence about the presence
of spoken words in a song. For example, Rap music has a low instrumentalness measure while
instrumental classical music has a high instrumentalness score.
- Liveness: is a probability measure that reports if a song was performed live.
- Speechiness: is a continuous measure that reports the confidence about the presence of
spoken words in a song. Audio books or poetry recordings have a score that is close to 1.
When a track has a speechiness score between 0.33 and 0.66, it indicates that the recording
may contain both spoken words and music (in parallel or in sections).
- Valence: is a continuous measure between 0 and 1that describes the positiveness of the
music that is conveyed by the song. Songs with high valence are more likely to convey more
positive emotions (e.g. happiness, joy, euphoria) while songs with low valence are more likely
to convey more negative emotions (e.g. anger, sadness, depression).
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